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RICS CPD
Dampness in Buildings
By Michael Foley AssocRICS
of

Types of Dampness
Damp continues to be a problem that can potentially cause significant damage to buildings.
Using real life examples and case studies this session will explore the common sources of
damp including:
• Condensation
• Penetrating Dampness
• Leaks
• Inappropriate Building Materials in pre 1919 Properties
• Timber Decay
• Rising Damp
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References and Survey Techniques
There are several references that we can go to, to establish a robust survey format and to
back up findings.
British Standards:
• BS 6576:2005 +A1:2012 Code of practice for diagnosing rising damp in walls and
buildings and installation of damp-proof courses
• BS 5250:2011+A1:2016 Code of practice for controlling condensation in buildings
• BS 7913:2013 Guide to the conservation of historic buildings

References and Survey Techniques cont.
Approved Documents (AD) - UK Building Regulations 2010:
• AD F:

Ventilation

• AD L1 B:

Conservation of fuel and power in existing buildings

• AD C:

Site preparation and resistance to contaminants and moisture

BRE digest 245 – Rising Damp in Walls. Diagnosis and treatment
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Equipment
General Survey:
• Knife
• Resistance meter
• Thermo-hygrometer
• Thermal imaging camera
Disruptive Survey:
• Gas carbide meter

Equipment Uses and Limitations
Knife
• A stout knife can be used to see if suspected damp timber has been affected by
decay.
• Can be used to demonstrate failed mortar joints and defects at structural openings.

Limitations
• Observations can limited to surveyors opinion.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.

• Examples of knife highlighting decay in a timber
window sill and a void in a mortar joint.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Resistance meter AKA ‘Damp Meter’
• This piece of equipment is designed to measure moisture contents in timber.
• These meters are called electrical resistance type meters, but they are generally and
erroneously referred to as ‘moisture meters’.
• The meter doesn’t actually measure moisture, it measures electrical resistance; the more
moisture in the timber the more resistance, this is expressed as WME (Wood Moisture
Equivalent) by the manufacturer (Protimeter) and shows up as % on set of lights on the
meter.
• Protimeter explain these readings as theoretical measurements when used on building
materials other than timber.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Limitations:
• The resistance meter will register high readings in timber if salts from a previous/ historic
leak have contaminated it.
• Can and do give unreliable readings when used on masonry, particularly if the masonry
contains salts or carbon; carbon is found in some lime mortars as they sometimes contain
charcoal.
• Can read ‘dry’ when placed against waterproof cement plasters while the masonry behind
is in fact damp.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Trevor Rushton FRICS FCABE ACIArb says this about the resistance meter in the Watts
Pocket Handbook;
‘electrical resistance or capacitance meters… these can give very misleading and unreliable
results in materials other than timber. It is fair to say that if the meter reveals the wall to be dry,
then it probably is dry; the problem comes when a meter records something as damp.
‘The presence of soluble salts on the surface of a wall will cause an electrical resistance meter
to indicate a high reading, even if the wall were otherwise dry’.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
BS 6576 says; An electrical moisture meter is a useful diagnostic instrument; it can be used
to discriminate between different explanations for damp conditions, and is non-destructive.
The readings it gives are qualitative*.Surface moisture measurements alone cannot give
proof of rising damp.

BS 5250 says; Accurate measurements of the moisture content of brick or mortar cannot be
obtained by the use of electrical moisture meters because the presence of salts increases
the electrical conductance of the water, giving falsely high readings.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Example of resistance meter showing high and low
levels of WME in two pieces of timber next to each
other in a roof space.

The roof was in a weather tight condition and had
been so for decades.

Both pieces of timber were dry and there was no
current moisture source.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Thermo- Hygrometer
• The thermo-hygrometer can be used to establish the temperature humidity and
Thermal Dew point (TD) inside a buildings envelope and identify condensation risk.
• The meter can identify areas of raised localised humidity, which is indicative of damp
issues and the necessity of further investigation.
Limitations
• Readings can fluctuate according to the seasons and weather conditions
• The recordings of the internal environment are only a snap shot of conditions on the
day of the survey

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
• Temperature 15.1ºc and Thermal Dew point (TD) 13.5ºc
showing the is a risk of condensation forming on any fabric
below TD.

• Extremely high thermo-hygrometer readings of 99.0%
(12.7ºc) being recorded in the subfloor area next to an
incoming mains water entry; there was a leak in the pipe
work.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Thermal imaging
• Highlights building fabric temperature difference and can indicate dampness;
damp building fabric is cooler than dry building fabric.
• Highlights building fabric below thermal dew point and the risk of condensation.
• Highlights cold bridging which can lead to condensation formation.
• Highlights missing insulation which leads to heat loss and the risk of interstitial
condensation.
• Leaks in heating pipes.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Limitations
• There needs to be a significant temperature difference in the building fabric for the
camera to ‘see’ any meaningful differences.
• Results are not conclusive ; further investigation maybe required.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Example of temperature differences on a damp wall that has had chemical injections and waterproof
cement plaster; the wall was found to be significantly damp at depth after invasive testing = 11.4% TMC.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Thermal image identifying missing insulation on a sloping ceiling.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Above the ceiling

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Leak in central heating pipe under concrete floor slab
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Gas carbide meter
Gas carbide meter is the definitive on-site method of accurately measuring the Total Moisture Content
(TMC) of masonry samples taken from a buildings wall.
Used for and by:
• Geotechnical Engineers for the measurement (TMC) of soils; engineers use the meter for field control
of compacted earth embankments and other structures and to measure the water content of soil to
ensure it is within specified ranges.
• Accurately measuring the TMC of aggregates for concrete production.
• Measuring the TMC or concrete floor slabs, cementitious and anhydrite floor screeds before the laying
of floor finishes.
• Building restoration & refurbishment; building surveyors involved with diagnosing the cause of
dampness in buildings use the meter to determine the moisture level in walls and floors.
Edited notes courtesy of G, E, Protimeter Ltd.

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
The carbide meter is recommended for measuring the TMC in masonry by:
• BS 6576: ‘so further evidence may, where permitted, be obtained by…measurements taken within
the depth of the wall. Chemical (carbide) or gravimetric methods can be used’.
• BS 5250: Gravimetric methods carried out on samples taken from the fabric give the most reliable
results. The use of chemical (carbide) absorption type moisture meters will give a result in a short
space of time and are almost as reliable.
Endorsed by Trevor Rushton FRICS FCABE ACIArb in the Watts Pocket Handbook;
A Speedy Moisture Meter (or carbide meter) will give a much more accurate reading of MC in all
materials…With care, the meter can give a very accurate reading, comparable with laboratory kiln
dried tests.
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Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Limitations
• The gas carbide meter does not reflect the amount of moisture in a sample contaminated with
hygroscopic salts
• This means that the moisture in the sample may be raised due to high localised relative humidity
causing ‘salt damp’, particularly at the base of a wall where temperatures in the building fabric fall
below thermal dew point.
• There is a very simple test to establish whether there are any salts present in a masonry sample;
we can use the resistance meter !

Equipment Uses and Limitations Cont.
Top Image – Gas carbide meter demonstrating that
this wall is dry at 0.0 % TMC.

Bottom Image – Gas carbide meter demonstrating
that this wall is damp at 18.6 % TMC
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Condensation
•

Condensation can affect all types of buildings if there is inadequate ventilation and the
building fabric is allowed to fall below thermal dew point.

Extract from BS 5250: Commentary on section 4.1

‘In order to avoid surface condensation the appropriate relationship between internal vapour
pressure and the internal surfaces has to be achieved’. Note; this also includes interstitial
condensation.

This means maintaining background heating in the colder months and providing adequate
ventilation to keep the building fabric above thermal dew point.

Condensation Cont.
Relative Humidity at 80 %
Relative
Humidity
(RH)

Temperature
(T)

Thermal Dew
Point
(TD)

Absolute
Humidity
(g/m3)

T - TD
3

= 3.5ºc

A.1

80.0%

21.0ºc

17.5ºc

14.7 g/m

B.1

80.0%

18.0 ºc

14.6ºc

12.2 g/m3

=3.4ºc

C.1

80.0%

10.0ºc

6.7ºc

9.1 g/m3

=3.3ºc

3

*7.7g/m This is the ideal average absolute internal humidity in the winter months
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Condensation Cont.
Relative Humidity at 50%
Relative
Humidity
(RH)

Temperature
(T)

Thermal Dew
Point
(TD)

Absolute
Humidity
(g/m3)

T - TD

A.2

50%

21.0ºc

10.1ºc

9.1 g/m3

= 10.9ºc

B.2

50%

18.0ºc

7.5ºc

*7.7g/m3

= 10.5ºc

C.2

50%

10.0ºc

0.0ºc

4.7g/m

3

= 10.0ºc

3

*7.7g/m This is the ideal average absolute internal humidity in the winter months

Link to on-line humidity calculator;
https://www.vaisala.com/en/node/32586

Leaks
Leaks from various sources can saturate a buildings fabric over time
Typical defects:
• Gutters
• Down pipes
• Drains
• Incoming mains water pipes
• Central heating pipes, particularly in concrete ground bearing slabs when un-sleeved
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Leaks Cont.
Example of a leaking gutter causing dampness at
the base of a wall.

Following the trail:
The resistance meter showed WME > 20% on the
left hand reveal but <11% on right hand side.

Leaks Cont.
Results of the gas carbide testing.
Under the leaking gutter = TMC 5.8%

Away from the leaking gutter = TMC 0.0.
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Leaks Cont.
Downpipes
This downpipe had been altered and was blocked,
it also leaked at its joints further down the run.
The building fabric was damp around the down
pipe.

Leaks Cont.
Drains
Rainwater down pipes need to be run into
their drain, not over them as discharging
water will find any faults in the drains
benching and cause localised dampness.
Also the grills can block, which will
exacerbate the issue.
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Leaks Cont.
Sub-surface Drains
Broken/faulty/blocked sub-surface drains can
go unnoticed for years causing major damp
issues and in some cases subsidence.

This includes the drains that service the
rainwater goods.

Leaks Cont.

Leaking Incoming Mains
Leaking incoming mains water pipes
pipes can go unnoticed for years.
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Leaks Cont.

Central Heating Pipes and Services
Un-sleeved pipes in concrete tend to cause
issues.
Dripping pipes under a sink can go un-noticed.

Penetrating Dampness
Types:
• Leaking roofs
• Rain water ingress at poorly weathered structural openings
• Faulty door and window sills
• Lateral penetrating damp due to raised external ground levels – often misdiagnosed
as rising damp.
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Penetrating Dampness Cont.

Image; Diagnosing Damp; R, Burkinshaw & M,J,Parret (RICS 2010).

Inappropriate Building Materials in pre-1919 Properties
It should be noted that there are two distinct construction types in the UK.

The first being traditional construction, which is recognised in the UK Building Regulations and
Approved Documents (AD) under the headings of; Historical and traditional buildings where
special considerations may apply (AD L1B & AD C);
‘buildings of traditional construction with permeable fabric that both absorbs and readily allows the
evaporation of moisture’.
The second type (modern) uses impermeable building materials and relies on impervious barriers
to resist the passage of moisture from entering a buildings envelope or its internal decorative
finishes. When modern building materials are applied to breathable building fabric, their impervious
nature tends to trap moisture, which often results in dampness.
Standard Heritage - Standard clause
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Inappropriate Building Materials in pre-1919 Properties Cont.
BS 7913 - 6.3. Assessment of performance and pathology.
The standard gives clear advise on respecting an old buildings original design principles
and using the correct (breathable) building materials.
It also explains that ‘Dampness is often caused by the insertion of modern non-porous
materials’.

Inappropriate Building Materials in pre-1919 Properties Cont.
In 1986 The SPAB published;

THE NEED FOR OLD BUILDINGS TO ‘BREATHE’
By Phillip Hughes
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Timber Decay
There is a very basic fact; dry timber is immune from all forms of decay.
Wood boring insects need a certain amount of moisture in timber of around 20% and higher
to thrive. Even Death Watch Beetle (DWB) does not thrive if wood moisture contents remain
below 15% all year round; dry timber in the average building has a moisture content of
about 11%.
Brown Rots AKA Wet rot and Dry Rot need wet timber the moisture contents of around 28%
and above to thrive and survive and will die once their moisture source has been removed.

Timber Decay Cont.
Here is an extract of what English Heritage has to say about Dry Rot:
Mythology & Reality in the Timber volume of their Practical Building Conservation
series;
‘Dry rot is often seen as a cancer-like fungus that cannot be halted, except by drastic treatment, because
some exaggerated characteristics have been attributed to it.
These popular myths include the ability to produce enough water from the decaying wood to sustain its
self (so the fungus continues to spread and cause damage even if the original source of moisture that
has caused the attack is removed), that it has the ability to transmit moisture through its chords, making
dry timber wet enough to attack, or that buildings dry through a ‘moisture zone’ in which there is a risk of
dry rot developing.
Despite these ideas being nonsensical, they are still widely believed, with the consequence frequently
being massive destruction. In many cases the dry-rot treatment has caused far more damage to the
historic building than the fungus.’
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Rising Damp
Trevor Rushton FRICS FCABE ACIArb Watts Pocket Hand book:
• ‘Rising

damp’ is the process by which moisture rises vertically up a wall as a result of
capillary action.

• Many will argue that rising damp can only exist if the source of the moisture is contact
with damp soil.
• In many cases, examination of facts will reveal that the source of damp is something other
than simply ‘rising damp’ from the ground. Penetrating damp from high external ground
levels or leaking service pipes, for example, may produce similar visual symptoms.
• Rising dampness within a wall is in a sensitive equilibrium.
• Water will also evaporate from the surface of the wall at a rate dependent upon
temperature and humidity.
• There must be a supply of water at the base of a wall and the height to which that
water will rise depends upon the pore structure, the brick, plaster, or other finish.

Rising Damp Cont.
For further information on ‘the height to which that water will rise depends upon the pore
structure, the brick, plaster, or other finish’ (Rushton);
• See the Rising Damp Myth by Jeff Howell On sale at RIBA bookshop;
https://www.ribabookshops.com/item/the-rising-damp-myth/68463/
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Rising Damp Cont.
Rushton goes on to say;
‘Research by the Building Research Establishment (BRE) and others suggests that rising
dampness is often misdiagnosed by surveyors and so-called damp specialists with the
result that costly and unnecessary remedial treatments are specified.

In many cases, diagnosis is undertaken by means of electrical resistance or capacitance
meters, but these can give very misleading and unreliable results in materials other than
timber. It is fair to say that if the meter reveals the wall to be dry, then it probably is dry; the
problem comes when a meter records something as damp’.

Rising Damp Cont.
‘Surveyors should not diagnose rising damp without first having undertaken a
proper study, when rising dampness is suspected.
Do not automatically recommend a specialist inspection (DIY !) – more often than not the
specialist will use exactly the same resistance equipment to make his or her diagnosis. A
more reliable method has been prepared by the BRE and may be found in BRE Digest 245,
2007’;
BRE Digest 245 Advises against using electrical resistance meters and recommends taking
masonry samples.
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What is a Proper Study?
Using the British Standards
• BS 6576;offers a survey template which can be considered as a Proper Study, which is
complimented by BS 5250
The survey template in BS 6576 and BS 5250 can be used on pre-1919/ historic buildings
with the guidance set out in BS 7913:
• 6.2 Condition surveys and inspections
• 6.3 Assessment of performance and pathology
With particular attention applied to:
• 6.7 Proven techniques
• 6.10.4 Dampness

What is a Proper Study? Cont.
BS 6576; 4.2.1.3 All other possible causes of damp conditions should be located. Particular
attention should be paid to:
• condensation
• lateral penetration associated with changes of floor/ground level
• leaks from roofs, gutters and downpipes
• faulty drains
• internal plumbing leaks
• water penetration through external walls
• water penetration around window frames and doors
• mortar droppings or debris in cavity walls
• history of flooding
It is preferable that those faults should first be remedied, and that an appropriate period of time should
be allowed to elapse before making further checks to ascertain the presence of rising damp.
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What is a Proper Study? Cont.
Masonry samples must be taken before Rising Damp can be diagnosed
BS 6576 4.1.1 General - NOTE 2
Surface moisture measurements alone cannot give proof of rising damp, so further
evidence may, where permitted, be obtained by disruptive examination and measurements
taken within the depth of the wall.
Chemical or gravimetric methods can be used and, generally, moisture contents in excess
of 5% (w/w) in mortar joints at the base of a wall will indicate the need for further
investigations [3]. Gravimetric tests give more detail, but require samples to be removed to
a laboratory for testing. Chemical tests on site can only show the total moisture content.

What is a Proper Study? Cont.
In pre-1919 buildings
Reference BS 7913 Guide to the conservation of historic buildings;
6.3 Assessment of performance and pathology.
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What we need to do
a. Carry out robust surveys, whether invasive or non invasive.
b. Respect the buildings original design principles.
c. Use the correct materials.
d. Introduce adequate ventilation i.e. humidity controlled mechanical fans.
e. And DIY !

The End
• Questions and Answers

For further information visit the Standard Heritage website;
https://www.standardheritage.uk/technical/
Contact;
michael@standard-heritage.uk
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